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General questions
1. Why use a outdoor antenna?

2. Buy it or go DIY?

3. Which model should I buy or build?

4. Something about cables.

5. How can I tell that it works?



The antenna experiments - basics
Antenna’s like a view (don’t you?)

Used materials have impact on the design.

Do the 30 sec microwave test e.g.  (sparks, heat or smoke = no go)

The outdoor is wet (use a good sealing) 

 



The antenna experiments - measuring part 1
Search for the optimum e.g. low VSWR (Return loss) AND good radiation 

Note : a 50 Ohm dummy load has very good VSWR but no good radiation

Testing it with a VNA (vector networ analyzer)

or Antenna analyzer to find the optimum.

http://www.rfcafe.com/references/electrical/vswr.htm

VSWR Return loss (dB)

3:1 6

2:1 9.5

1.5:1 14

1.2:1 20.8

1.1:1 26.4



The antenna experiments - measuring part 2a

VSWR of a antanne is one thing, but is it good? E.g. is there any radiation and 
preferably some gain? 

Easy to test with :  

● 2 Arduino's with RFM95W LoRA trancievers (client and server).
● 2 Groundplane antenne’s for a base line test (diy or buy)
● 2 tripods 
● 1 open space (minimum 50m around and non reflecting).

Client/server Arduino software = opensource : checkout website.



The antenna experiments - measuring part 2b

How the measurement works : 

1. Setup tripod with client and server arduino with groundplane antennas in open 
space a fixed distance (for example 25m)

2. Send message from client to server
3. Server sends back ACK with RSSI of that message.
4. Repeat 10 times (#2 and #3)
5. Client calculates AVG RSSI of the 10 message and shows result.

This is the baseline AVG RSSI value.



The antenna experiments - measuring part 2b
Groundplane 2 groundplane (Baseline) 25m  AVGSENDRSSI|AVGRECVRSSI

-41|-37



The antenna experiments - measuring part 2c

How the measurement another antenna : 

1. Replace groundplane antenna from client with antenna under test.
2. Send message from client to server
3. Server sends back ACK with RSSI of that message.
4. Repeat 10 times (#2 and #3)
5. Client calculates AVG RSSI of the 10 message and shows result.

This is the antenna’s AVG RSSI value. If antenna’s AVG RSSI > groundplane 
AVG RSSI, it’s better.



The antenna experiments - measuring part 2c

To check radiation pattern : 

Tilt antenna under test a little for example +10, +5, -5 and -10 dgr and repeat 
measurement.

Now let’s take a look at some antenna’s.



My first antenna experiment - 6dBi collinear
6dBi Collinear Antenna as build for 2.4Ghz 

  by MartyBugs. 

Simple non-nonsens design (to simple??).

Build and calibrated with RigExpert AA-600. 



My first antenna experiment - outdoor results
Sample RSSI Indoor RSSI 

Outdoor

1 -72 -71

2 -85 -87

3 -89 -88

4 -99 -95

5 -108 -91

6 -107 -107

7 NaN -115

It works as expected. . . (I thought)



My first antenna experiment - measuring
Collinear org 2 groundplane (25m) (no tilt) AVGSENDRSSI|AVGRECVRSSI

-51|-47  :-(

Collinear org 2 groundplane (25m) (5 dgr tilt) AVGSENDRSSI|AVGRECVRSSI

-44|-41 :-(

Collinear updated 2 groundplane (25m) (no tilt) AVGSENDRSSI|AVGRECVRSSI

-46|-42 :-(

Collinear updated 2 groundplane (25m) (5 dgr tilt) AVGSENDRSSI|AVGRECVRSSI

-45|-41 :-(

Collinear updated extra ground 2 groundplane (25m) (5 dgr tilt) AVGSENDRSSI|AVGRECVRSSI

-44|-40 :-(                      

Conclusion : Collinear without a matching cable = no good

Reference : groundplane AVGSENDRSSI|AVGRECVRSSI =  -41 | -37)



My first antenna experiment - conclusions
● At first results were promising (indoor vs outdoor)

● but cable is part of the antenna design, 

● so calibrating needs measurement equipment, 

● makes it not so simple to rebuild.

● Radiation pattern with upward lobes, 

● when installed high less down sight (less signal from nearby nodes).

● measurement shows it’s not that good :-(

 



My second antenna experiment - groundplane
¼ Lambda with 3 or 4 reflector elements

Good bandwidth 

No gain because its a dipole (+2.15dBi = 0dBd)

But good radiation pattern (it also looks down)



My second antenna experiment  - outdoor results

:-)

The         tip :
Use TTNMapper to 
measure 
coverage, it works 
better than pen 
and paper. 



My second antenna experiment - conclusions
● Very good results (proving that the first experiment was big fail)

● Easy to rebuild (build multiple and tested with different cables) 

● Cheap to build (as low as € 1,99)

● When you don’t like DIY, buy it at Conrad (Aurel GP 868 650200599) 

€ 34,99



Continue the antenna experiments - j-pole
Very old design (zeppelin) 

Good bandwidth (3-5% of freq)

Little gain up to 3.13 dBi = 0.98 dBd

But still good radiation pattern

M0UKD J-pole calculator



Continue the antenna experiments- measuring
J-pole 2 groundplane (25m) (no tilt)AVGSENDRSSI|AVGRECVRSSI

-42|-38  :-)

J-pole 2 groundplane (25m) (5 dgr tilt) AVGSENDRSSI|AVGRECVRSSI

-44|-40  :-(

Conclusion : works but don’t tilt.

Reference : groundplane AVGSENDRSSI|AVGRECVRSSI =  -41 | -37)



Continue the antenna experiments - conclusions
● Fun to build   

● But calibrating needs measurement equipment,

● Cheap to build (as low as € 1,00)

● Without cover no good for the outdoors.



Continue the antenna experiments - inside-out
A indoor antenna outdoor by using a cover.

Simple hardware 



Continue the antenna experiments - current stand
● It works but needs more field testing.

● tubing has impact on center frequency -5MHz (forgot the graphs) :-(

● SMA style connector needs special attention outside



Something about cables
Use good quality cable and connectors (for example N-connector or SMA).

Get the specs of the cable used : dB/100m@20°C

 
Cable Att @ 868 Mhz / 100m Att @ 868 Mhz / 6m 6dBi stock antenna / 6m

Aircell 7 -20 dB -1.2 dB 6 - 1.2 = 4.8dB

RG-58 -70 dB -4.2 dB 6 - 4.2 = 1.8dB



In Summary
1. Why use a outdoor antenna? Because range does matter

2. Buy it or go DIY? That’s up to you, but DIY is more fun.

3. Which model should I buy or build? For starters? Go for a ground plane.

4. Something about cables? There is a cost.

5. How can I tell that it works? Measure it in the field ;-)



Questions?



Thank You !
  


